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Take the opportunity to style your new Megane E-Tech 100% Electric 
to suit your personality and lifestyle with our range of tailor-made 
accessories. 

accessorise



protect what 
you love
Upgrade to premium mats and our protection 
pack to add style whilst helping to ensure 
your new Megane E-tech 100% Electric stays 
looking as good as new. 

Why not upgrade your new vehicle protection 
with a premium delivery pack which includes 
premium mats and safety kit or a premium 
delivery pack + which includes a fabric boot 
mat!

interior and exterior protection 

1. protection pack  
£307 inc. fitting

satin grey door mirror shells 963H13496R
boot mat 8201740267
illuminated door sills 8201731140

premium delivery packs

2. premium delivery pack 
£95

premium textile floor mats 8201740263
safety kit 7711780759

3. premium delivery pack +
£160

premium textile floor mats 8201740263
safety kit 7711780759
fabric boot mat 8201740267
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cables and 
storage

1. EV pack  
£399 

ev cable 7711943866
double boot floor 849P31279R 

2

charging

Choose our EV pack which includes a double 
boot floor, providing storage for 2 charging 
cables, keeping them secure, tidy and 
protected, whilst still allowing you to make 
full use of the boot for shopping, luggage or 
even the dog and a 3 pin domestic charging 
cable to ensure you are never stuck without 
a charge. 



multiple 
towing 
options

towbar packs 

1. tool-free removable towbar 13 pin 
£699 inc. fitting 

241D82978R
511996500R
756127913R

2. swan neck towbar 13 pin  
£599

241D82978R
511990843R
756122637R 
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transport - towing



adventure is 
easy 

1. touring pack 
£579 

quickfix roof bars 732101789R
roof box 480L 7711948972

also available with 380L roof box  
(77 11 785 585) for £535

2. cycle pack 
£410  

quickfix roof bars 732101789R
roof mounted bike carrier for 2 bikes  
2 x 7711949992
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transport - roof storage

Choose from our range of travel and touring 
accessories so Megane E-Tech 100% electric 
can accompany you wherever your journey 
takes you. 



onboard
comfort

comfort - life on board

1. storage pack  
£150 

boot storage box 7711940885
magnetic smartphone holder 7711784774
rear tray table 7711785947
fixing for tray table 7711785944

storage pack + available with 2 tray 
tables and 2 fixings for £252

2. dash cam pack  
£422 inc. fitting   

KENWOOD front dash cam 7711599197
KENWOOD rear cam 7711599212

Opt for a storage packs to ensure 
everything has a place or our dash cam 
pack and enjoy protection and peace of 
mind on every journey. 
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configure and order 
Renault Megane E-Tech 100% electric


